Unlock your powers of creativity at Techie Camp! Engage in hands-on, interactive activities that awaken your creative juices while exploring the “T” in STEM. Walk away with pride and TECH CORPS swag to celebrate your achievements.

Techie Camp is FREE, and no experience is needed!

**Location:** CoverMyMeds campus - 910 John St, Columbus, OH 43222
- Families are responsible for transportation and food/beverages

**Open to:** Greater Columbus students who will be in 3rd-5th grade in the 2024-2025 school year

**PROGRAMMING: SCRATCH**

**July 22-26 | 9am-4pm**

Launch a coding adventure where colorful blocks are transformed into actions and commands. You’ll snap blocks together like puzzle pieces to build interactive stories, games, and animations.

Techie Camp is a TECH CORPS signature program in partnership with CoverMyMeds.

[techcorps.org] | [@techcorpsUS] | [#techcorps]